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Economic Policy Reteaching Activity Answers
If we do not abandon the prevailing “take-make-waste” pattern of global production and consumption soon, we will need the equivalent of almost three Earths to provide enough natural resources to ...
The circular economy grows up
We can embrace the circular economy. The circular economy would decouple growth from the consumption of finite resources, keep products and materials in use and regenerate natural systems. The ...
It's time for circular economy to take hold
The informal economy is a global and pervasive phenomenon. Some 60 percent of the world’s population participates in the informal sector. Although mostly prevalent in emerging and developing economies ...
Five Things to Know about the Informal Economy
From a heatwave in the Arctic region to devastating floods in many countries, the threat of climate change is now stark. Some new urgency can be seen in an official statement released by G20 ...
Climate change has raised tricky questions over policy responses
China's factory activity growth slipped sharply in July as demand contracted for the first time in over a year in part on high product prices, a business survey showed on Monday, underscoring ...
China economy: factory activity expands at slowest pace in 15 months as new orders drop
The “degrowth” movement to fight the climate crisis offers a romantic, utopian vision. But it’s not a policy agenda.
Can we save the planet by shrinking the economy?
I don’t agree that economics is really a “hard” science. Economics is a function of human behavior, period. Now, if you go to a fancy Ivy League university, major in economics and th ...
Always Remember 'Rob's Rule' Trumps the 'Science' of Economics
Growing Public examines the question of whether social policies that redistribute income impose constraints on economic growth. Taxes and transfers have been debated for centuries, but only now can we ...
Social Spending and Economic Growth since the Eighteenth Century
While headline growth in tax collections has generated a lot of enthusiasm, a careful analysis of these numbers shows that large parts of the Indian economy might still be in a precarious situation ...
Fiscal numbers for 2021 first quarter do not inspire confidence about economy
At the onset of Covid-19, government spent Shs30 billion to import 143 Intensive Care Unit (ICU) beds for distribution to health centres ...
Import substitution policy excites local economy
Op-Ed: Struggling employers need to widen their applicant pool to include those with prior criminal convictions.
‘Fair chance hiring’ is the answer to Kentucky’s lagging employment problem
The series commenced with career Chartered and Cost Accountant Shailesh Haribhakti. He is the Chairman of Blue Star and serves on the Board of L & T Financial Services. His career spans over four ...
Grow with Governance: ESG essential to repair the damage economic activities caused to the earth, says CA Shailesh Haribhakti
If US antitrust policymakers aren't careful, their actions could toss out the baby of American innovation with the bathwater of potential anti-competitive practices. We must balance how the US economy ...
Biden’s Antitrust Policy Mustn’t Throw Out The Baby With The Bathwater
As calm steadily returns after the recent social unrest, analysts are hard at work tallying the cost of the looting and disruption to economic activity. So far ... which reduces policy flexibility or ...
The real impact of the crisis on SA’s economy
State treatment of Paycheck Protection Program loan forgiveness, although not immediately apparent when federal forgiveness became a reality, has been clarified by most states, according to the 2021 ...
Inside the state of state tax policy
The market impact belies the severity of the unrest. Yes, the rand and bonds weakened, but in the bigger context, the declines were muted. This probably reflects two things: firstly, that global ...
Opinion: The Real Impact Of The Crisis On SA’s Economy
Authored By Alakshit Tripathi, Industry Head - CPG at InMobi and Utsav Mamoria, Insights Head, APAC and EMEA at InMobi ...
Mobile-first Consumer Intelligence: The answer to every brands' first-party data challenges
Follow latest updates ...
Australia Covid live update: NSW records 233 cases and two deaths, including man in 20s; question time returns in Canberra
The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel is taking questions from readers and getting them answered by top doctors in Wisconsin.
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